Students injured at frat party
By Bert Parks

Two University students were injured in a brawl early Saturday morning at the Delta Phi Epsilon fraternity's Blue Chip's Ball, according to sources.

According to the sources, the fight started when a fraternity brother, a College sophomore, was pushed into a guest at the party, College senior Ted Nyman. Nyman reputedly hit the fraternity brother in the face with a glass bottle.

During the course of the fight another College sophomore brother, who had called the police, was also injured.

The Delta Pennsylvania is withholding names of some of the two students allegedly assaulted during the fight.

Several sources said that several of one of the brother's brothers were shipped after Nyman hit him in the chin with the bottle. After the other brothers left the party, one of the brothers with his fist was reportedly deeply cut by the broken glass bottle, sources said.

Philadelphia police confirmed that they responded to a call for assistance at the house at approximately 2:30 a.m. Also a witness reported that at least one of the Sorority brothers was brought to the hospital for treatment of a wrist cut by the glass bottle.

The student was bleeding severely from the attack.

The brother at the Delta Theta fraternity and a member of the varsity lacrosse team, declined to comment. "We can't talk about this last night and the incident." Nyman, who had been alerted about the fight, declined to comment.

The Public Safety Department declined to discuss the Friday night incident, referring all information to the Public Safety Director John Logan in OSA Culture. Public relations officer for Public Safety Preston Browning, who declined to comment.

The...
Vets discuss birth control

Scientists work to limit wildlife growth

By Martha Minowin

More than 100 veterinary scientists met this weekend to discuss birth control in a variety of species. Researchers did not pass out condoms or dispense violence to Homo sapiens, but they are developing new techniques for controlling wildlife populations, techniques that include forms of contraception such as implants and chemical drugs.

The two-day conference was sponsored by approximately 10 groups, including People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, and attacked veterinarians from all over the world.

Mr. Scott Davenport, Manager, along with other members of SPA's professional staff will speak on campus at Penn:

Wednesday, November 18
Steinberg/Dietrich Hall Room 351
4:30 p.m.

An informal discussion with refreshments will follow
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Cool Down With The Daily Pennsylvania

After exercise, between classes, with lunch, dinner or anytime. The Daily Pennsylvanian is a great place to pick up on the news of the day. It’s your connection to campus and world events. With news, sports, features, editorials and classifieds, The Daily Pennsylvanian has something for you. Take time to exercise your mind.
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SAC starts to say ‘no’ to student groups

By Kim Haith

If you are a undergraduates, $100 of your Bruner’s Bill this year went to a General Fund for student groups. This is only $1 of the actual student activity fund.

Newly appointed Finance Committee Chairman Brad Roberts said last week that this was a ‘triumph’ for the organization’s budget.

Because of this funding concern, students justify new clubs may now find it considerably more difficult to receive recognition and then coax SAC into awarding them funding.

During fall of 1986, SAC was composed of approximately 35 groups; now about 160 organizations are present on campus. The number of groups has grown dramatically since budget allocations are made on a ‘priority decision basis.’

SAC’s allocation of the student activity fee this year was $325,000. They have also been responsible for funding some of the student activity fund.

‘As we are a body in effect, policy, do we try to get involved in the annual decision-making process,’ said Deanna Goodwin, a recent member of the Finance Committee.

SAC ϟ does decide whether to recognize groups like Conrad Tillett’s (def) Organization of Black Consciousness.

Jay Brodsky

Daily Pennsylvania

Some groups have argued that the increasing restrictions are unfair, even “nit-picking” and are preventing worse restrictions from being levied.

Tillett’s group was not recognized last year due to members’ increasing concern as some groups were not well-organized. Graduate students may not serve as SAC representatives.

The College senior added that he believes the new restrictions are not to be blamed on the SAC leadership, but rather on the Trustees to cut back,” Degnan said. “I think that it is the Colleges whose responsibility, and make a decision to deny the OBC recognition.

“The majority of the organization feels we should be returning to the uncomplicated days of the 1970’s,” said Degnan. “We are not going to make a decision to deny the OBC recognition.”

The Irish Club narrowly received recognition from the SAC last week.

“Give any organization a chance, and if they fall apart, then that’s their problem,” said Degnan. “We are not going to make a decision to deny the OBC recognition.”
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Winter Break in Israel

FOLLOWING FINALS IN DECEMBER, 1987
AN EXCITING PROGRAM FOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
...under the auspices of the Jewish Campus Activities Board
...with the assistance of the Jewish Campus Activities Board
...and the assistance of the Jewish Campus Activities Board
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SUNSET TOUR

December 27-January 12, 1988
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. (includes two meals/day)
Designed primarily for undergraduates and graduate students interested in the Middle East. Students will visit Jerusalem, birthplace of modern Hebrew, visit the Knesset, Israel’s parliament, and visit many other cultural sites.

Contact: Hani at the Jewish Campus Activities Board, 203 South 36th St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 or call 215-588-6893 for brochures and particulars.

Led by Catherine Alexander
Program Coordinator
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Course Announcement Spring 1988

INTERDISCIPLINARY

WAF, 12 noon; Franklin Room, HH
Undergraduate: GCFA 410, 3257
Undergraduate: UBST 210, 4961
Graduate: SPO 510, 3254

Information and Course Description:
Mark Thompson, Course Coordinator
Meyerston Hall, Room 102
Graduate School of Fine Arts
University of Pennsylvania
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The Feelsie to perform next month in Gold Standard
The new-wave group the Feelsie will be performing at Gold Standard on November 16th as part of the campus concert of the semester.

P/S/C Corporation
Chairman Stephen Bober said that the group, which opened for U2 on their recent tour, will perform in the Gold Standard on December 10th. Ticket sales go on tomorrow.

"We're very happy to have the group perform since September, and they've been booked solid," Bober added, saying that the group's schedule was booked through the fall before a scheduled appearance in New Haven was canceled.

He noted that the band is being promoted by P/S/C, which was recently incorporated in the Gold Standard. The location was chosen since the group has been booked in a college town with dancing before and after the Feelsie's performance.

The Hoboken-based Feelsie defied in 1989 with their debut single, which reflected the results of a survey conducted by the band's promoter. bober further explained.

...continued from page 1
Merrill Lynch Capital Management has been granted the place to perform a presentation on Monday November 16th.

Digital Equipment is giving an information presentation on Monday November 16th.

Van Pelt House student guard reports incident exposure case
A complainant filed with Van Pelt House security worker on Wednesday night when an unauthorized man entered the residence and attempted to use the ID card and then exposed himself to the female ID checker, according to Campus Police.

The man identified himself to the student desk worker as a resident of the residence hall, but was later found to have falsified his photo ID card. After his absence from the station, he lost his card.

"We do not identify our card holder for the security worker," the report states. One complaint was filed by a Van Pell House security worker on Wednesday night when an unauthorized male entered the residence hall, attempted to use the ID card and then exposed himself to the female ID checker, according to Campus Police.

The man identified himself to the student desk worker as a resident of the residence hall, but was later found to have falsified his photo ID card. After his absence from the station, he lost his card.
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Lippincott celebrates 60th anniversary
By Maureen Hagan
The Lippincott Library has expanded its original facility into one of the oldest and largest existing business-libraries in the nation. To celebrate the 60th anniversary of its founding, the Lippincott staff has organized a week of special events designed to familiarize the University community with the services and resources of the Library.

Lippincott Library was the beneficence of the late Ewory Johnson, late Dean of the Wharton School, Johns Hopkins Lippincott, daughter of Joseph Lippincott, founder of the Wharton School, provided the initial $25,000 in 1927. At that time, the Wharton School was located in Logan Hall. Until then, Lippincott was housed in a trailer in the Medical School.

The Library was originally located on the fourth floor of Logan Hall. Since 1954, it has been an operating division of the Library. The Library opened with a collection of 500 books, 500 periodicals, and 400 periodical titles. The Wharton School moved to Philadelphia in 1954, and the Library facilities were moved to the fourth floor of Logan Hall. It was not until 1969 that the Lippincott Library moved into its present location in the west wing of Van Pelt Library. The collection has increased since then to 7000 books, 3866 periodicals, and 1300 periodical titles. In addition to annual reports from over 800 domestic and international corporations, the Library also contains 1000 annual reports and 20,000 periodical titles, and 5000 pamphlets.

Attention Sophomores and Juniors: Do you have over a 3.0 GPA and are you involved in campus activities? Then you could be eligible for:

Portar Board Senior Honor Society
a national honor society and leadership and service. Come find out what we are all about at a reception given for sophomore and junior scholars.

Tuesday, November 17th
4pm - 6pm
HRS rooftop lounge

PART OF MY FAMILY TREE KINKO’S
Great machines for reductions, enlargements, copying photos and more. Open early. Open late. Open weekends.
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Intimidation

Universities have a special obligation to vigilantly give their right to truth to freely express their opinions. Neither formal nor informal pressure should ever be brought to bear on anyone who voice controversial ideas that may be antagonistic to the powers that be. University leaders should have learned the lesson of allowing intimidation to suppress free speech when so-called liberal academics were subjected to harassment during the McCarthy era.

Unfortunately, the administration's latest blow with the admittedly controversial Law School Admissions Intimidation Committee has强化ed the issue. The law school committee on the Safety and Security Committee -- presumably given greater weight to Francione's political beliefs than to his credentials.

Francione has long demonstrated a concern for protecting those at the University who might otherwise have an advocate and would certainly bring much needed sense of skepticism to a commissioner charged with reviewing the Public Safety Department.

But Francione's opponents contend that because the law professor entered into a public dispute with Public Safety Director John Logan over the photographing of an animal rights demonstration in 1985, he should not be permitted to sit on the commission. Clearly, Francione's dispute with Public Safety was based on a political disagreement and not on civil rights issues.

Since Francione is qualified to be on the commission in every respect, his decision to participate in an active protest of university administration does not disqualify him from serving on the Safety and Security Committee. The irony is that someone who has spent many years on campus advocating others' right to free speech is now being denied a chance to voice his views.

Check Credit Option

By Peter Tabak

About a week before my freshman year began, I bought some aspirations that were scheduled to expire in June of 1988. I knew my undergraduate career would not be forever, but I had no idea that my bond with the University of Pennsylvania would involve a small batch of pan rupture.

I was being wise then, but now another story entirely. May 14 is prom night, and only the most innocent among us can avoid being reminded of the perils. If you don't have a date, you've lost your life. If you've lost your life, you've lost your life. If you've lost your life, you've lost your life. If you've lost your life, you've lost your life. If you've lost your life, you've lost your life. If you've lost your life, you've lost your life. If you've lost your life, you've lost your life.

Recently, however, all of the activity I've known for so many years has been replaced by the space shuttle, presidents, pre-presidents, and a genetics group I've been calling pre-New Yorkers. For them, if that's not the case, then it seems that the University of Pennsylvania really comes into being today. Cause, Planning, professional advisors, the Globe News are all anachronistic, and an entire class of people who were to take the shuttle's place in our lives of pre-orientation, of suddenly pre-schmoozing for jobs.

The active pursuit of liberal arts should not have the pathetically absurd, almost felonious reputation the University of Pennsylvania unjustifiably attributes to it.

It's not that I think the University protests too much. The active pursuit of liberal arts should not have the pathetically absurd, almost felonious reputation the University of Pennsylvania unjustifiably attributes to it. Three years ago, my freshman floor and I would sit out every night at 40th and Walnut Streets. It's not that I think the University protests too much. Three years ago, my freshman floor and I would sit out every night at 40th and Walnut Streets. It's not that I think the University protests too much.

Lately, I've noticed a difference between me and my girlfriend. My girlfriend can never stop picking things up. Learning, technology is consuming every "you". As Charlie Company Commander and the First Lieutenant of the United States Army, I would not consider myself a burlesque performer who answered the call to duty. As Charlie Company Commander and the First Lieutenant of the United States Army, I would not consider myself a burlesque performer who answered the call to duty. As Charlie Company Commander and the First Lieutenant of the United States Army, I would not consider myself a burlesque performer who answered the call to duty.

What, in effect, is the reasoning of the multi-clerical manifesto "Move the Penn Army to the Pentagon", presented to the Penn Army Corps Detachment for its outstanding performance at the Inter-Army Corps Rose Bowl? From my point of view, that is the only reason why I feel that the war, which I am in, is justice and that the war, which I am in, is justice and that the war, which I am in, is justice.

The overall picture is making all resources available, the University of Pennsylvania comes into being today. Cause, Planning, professional advisors, the Globe News are all anachronistic, and an entire class of people who were to take the shuttle's place in your lives of pre-orientation, of suddenly pre-schmoozing for jobs. Any graduate who is pre-licensed, pre-approved, pre-professional advisors, the Globe News are all anachronistic, and an entire class of people who were to take the shuttle's place in your lives of pre-orientation, of suddenly pre-schmoozing for jobs. Any graduate who is pre-licensed, pre-approved, pre-professional advisors, the Globe News are all anachronistic, and an entire class of people who were to take the shuttle's place in your lives of pre-orientation, of suddenly pre-schmoozing for jobs.

"Penn Recycling Group" and "Kappa Delta Phi" are names of organizations that would never appear alternate Mondays. Also, I'd like to correct a misunderstanding that I am against fraternities. I'm not; it's just the biggest man on campus while I was a kid. He was, at the time, a mechanical engineer with a broken heart while I lament lost love and since they are, in fact, themselves that I am against fraternities. You'll have to excuse me, though, for not being a very interesting character.
In their first meeting this season, making the next big play that they didn’t do the things they needed to do one point at a time. "Everyone was so worried about talent. It was unclear to me what we were going to do now," Sagula said. "I knew that... what we saw in September was not what we were going to see now." Sagula said, "I know that, the same know that. They did not play up to their potential." After [Penn] wiped us out," Nelson said. "It was unclear to see whether they were really good or we just played really badly that night. Obviously, we just played really badly that night.

— Princeton head coach Glenn Nelson

"Spend 1988-89 at the University of Edinburgh, Penn’s sister institution in Scotland, and join the over 400 alumni of this unique experiment in international educational exchange!"

- Applications accepted from undergraduates in most major fields enrolled in the College, School of Engineering, School of Nursing and Wharton.

- Competition is keen.

- Full Penn credit is awarded.

- Financial aid is transferable for eligible students.


INFORMATION MEETING: Monday, November 16, 1987
7:00 p.m., Van Pelt College House, Piano Room

Meet current exchange students from Edinburgh, former Penn participants and officers of the Alumni Association, and the Program Director.

FURTHER INFORMATION AND APPLICATIONS FROM:
Geoffrey E. Gee, Program Director
Office of International Programs
133 Bennett Hall
989-4661

See Great Theatre at Discount Prices

Annenberg Center

Student Discounts: Penn Students Nights only $7.00 a ticket
call 896-6791 for dates

Student Rush
Half-price tickets if purchased on the day of the performance

Student Advance Ticket Sale
$7.00 off full ticket price for any performance

An Evening With
ZOE CALDWELL
Come a Waltzing With Me

Penn Faculty and Staff Discount:
$4.00 off all Performances

All discounted tickets are subject to availability and limited to 2 tickets per student/faculty/staff with valid identification
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On the way out in 1988 will be fried chicken, Cajun
booms in girdle-wearing, fly fishing and yuppie bowl-
newspaper ink. luxury cars, cuff links and blondes also

Weather
Today: Mostly sunny, highs 60 to 65.
 TOMORROW: Increasing and stickiness, clouds

ATTENTION HEALTHY Males AND FEMALES 30 OR OVER!
Control subjects paid $40 for participating in an ongoing MRI
study of the brain at the Hospitals of the University of
Pennsylvania.
No medications, lengthy questionnaires, or radiation of any
Get paid $40 for about two hours of your time while receiving a
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This 'monkey' is on the backs of both sides in Gulf conflict.

WASHINGTON — The 'monkey' that is annoying the Persian Gulf is a gorilla in disguise. In a radio room somewhere along the waterway, a man calling himself 'The Monkey' is creating hours of panic and confusion.

**Nominee receives split report card from pro-lifers.**

WASHINGTON — Anthony Kennedy's Supreme Court nomination has split the anti-abortion movement, even though he had been considered a strong pro-life supporter in the past.

One pro-life organization offered positive, but cautious, support for Kennedy. The National Right To Life Committee said it was encouraged by Kennedy's statements on the subject of abortion and that it would conduct an extensive study of his record.

But in an October 21 speech, Kennedy had a change of heart. He said he would support the nomination of Ronald Reagan to the Supreme Court. The anti-abortion movement then began to look for ways to neutralize Kennedy's position on the issue.

The firing of Boris Yeltsin, the outspoken leader of Russia's reform movement, has injected a wariness among the West's leaders and has raised questions about the country's intentions.

On Wednesday, Yeltsin was dismissed from his post as prime minister. The move came after a series of events, including the firing of two other top officials, that raised doubts about the stability of the country's government.

The anti-abortion National Right To Life Committee said it would continue to support Kennedy's nomination, but it would also continue to monitor his actions and to ensure that he does not support any legislation that would expand the rights of abortion activists.

For more, a group of news organizations and dissenters have formed an alliance to pressure Kennedy to change his position on the issue.

---

**Graduate Students.**

The time to apply for the best summer jobs is earlier than you think. . .

**Summer Jobs for Graduate Students.**

Monday, Nov. 16
4:30 p.m.
Ben Franklin Room, Houston Hall

A SPECIAL LECTURE: MAHARISHI'S PROGRAM OF EDUCATION WORLD PEACE

Monday, Nov. 16, 8 p.m
Steinberg-Dietrich Hall
RM 351 - Univ. of Penn.

Contact: Mike Spiegel, 215-898-6458

---

**Students and Faculty are invited to a pre-registration reception.**

at the WOMEN'S STUDIES OFFICE
106 Logan Hall
Monday, November 16, 4-6 p.m.

Program:

- Dr. Delia Amir, Women's Studies Director and Professor of sociology, Tel Aviv University, will speak on Women's Studies in Israel (4:30 p.m.)
- Women's Studies Spring Preview (Referrals!)

---

**Nomination for the PROVOST AWARD.**

**Distinguished Service**

Full-time Associate Faculty or Academic Support Staff will be accepted through December 11, 1968.

---

**Off the Wire**

Compiled from Associated Press Dispatches

At least 18 died in Denver air crash

...Dan Wilkinson...
Lubovitch calls dance obsession

By Cathy Moss

For some people, the idea of dance is romantic and seductive, conjuring up images of ballrooms, gowns, and partnerships. For others, dance is a passion, a form of humanistic expression that can be enjoyed by everyone, young and old. "Dancing is passionate, full-bodied, and easy to relate to," Lubovitch said.

Lubovitch, whose dance company has been called humanistic, exciting and "never disappointing," has steadily led to national fame, but Lubovitch prefers his company to be enjoyed by everyone, young and old. "The dancers are not falling prey to the more commercial centers, but they are not falling prey to the more commercial dance companies which dance catering to the elite, and much of the work, according to Lubovitch, is easily appreciated by the choreographer. Lubovitch says he is overwhelmed by the dancers. "Our dancers are not just any old dancers. They are the best and most talented dancers, and who have a great deal of intensity, recruited, they are men and women," Lubovitch said.

The company's acclaim by critics has consistently received rave reviews. "Our dancers are not just any old dancers. They are the best and most talented dancers, recruited, they are men and women," Lubovitch said.

The company's acclaim by critics has consistently received rave reviews. "Our dancers are not just any old dancers. They are the best and most talented dancers, recruited, they are men and women," Lubovitch said.

Lubovitch's dance company will perform at the Annenberg Center for one show only, said in a telephone interview Wednesday, that he regards dance not as a way of life, but as a choreographer. "Dancing is passionate, full-bodied, and easy to relate to," Lubovitch said.

The 44-year-old, Chicago-born choreographer studied dance at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. After a dance career of 20 years, and who are truly well trained, Lubovitch said, "The dancers are not falling prey to the more commercial centers, but they are not falling prey to the more commercial dance companies which dance catering to the elite, and much of the work, according to Lubovitch, is easily appreciated by the choreographer. Lubovitch says he is overwhelmed by the dancers. "Our dancers are not just any old dancers. They are the best and most talented dancers, recruited, they are men and women," Lubovitch said.

The company's acclaim by critics has consistently received rave reviews. "Our dancers are not just any old dancers. They are the best and most talented dancers, recruited, they are men and women," Lubovitch said.

Lubovitch has surrounded himself with a lavish troupe of talented dancers. "Our dancers are not just any old dancers. They are the best and most talented dancers, recruited, they are men and women," Lubovitch said.
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Beta Theta Pi turns around a struggling fraternity

Pikens said that the fraternity's operating budget could be covered by a construction assistance from the University, estimating to be less than $30,000. About $160,000 from an endowment fund established almost 20 years ago, plus $30,000 from the University's Improvement Fund, the fraternity said this week.

Piekens said that funds for the complete rebuilding and restructuring of the DU Chapter will receive compensation for the value of any renovations made to the DU Chapter. The clause, which Piekens said was unprecedented, encouraged them to spend large sums of money on the house.

The large-scale renovation, handled by the architecture firm of James Krohly and Associates, virtually re-structured the DU Chapter, which allowed for re-organization and further planning of new facilities.

Mr. Joel Alan Head of Recruitment for HILL and Knowlton

HOW TO GET A JOB IN PUBLIC RELATIONS

Mr. Joel Alan Head of Recruitment for HILL and Knowlton will discuss public relations careers and how to get into the field.

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18
Ben Franklin RM, H.H.

At Domino's Pizza we've got more than 5000 different pies, which makes it hard to make a choice. But whether you choose a large or a small, we guarantee you'll find the slice of pizza that will leave you saying, "Money. What's more, we guarantee you'll love this delicious pizza in one meal!"

Now that you've registered for your required courses, it's time to choose your electives.
MONITOR COMPANY
Strategy Consulting

Invites All University of Pennsylvania Seniors to a Discussion of Our Associate Consultant Program

Monday, November 16, at 7:00 p.m.
Bodeck Lounge, Houston Hall
Cambridge • London • Los Angeles • Milan • Toronto

UA criticizes master plan

Continued from page 1

created under the direction of the Center for Environmental Design and Facility. formulated a series of guidelines for the development of the campus. A final conclusion reached by the study was to develop Walnut Street into a main sector of the campus. According to the report, Walnut Street would then assume an important role for co-resonant campus and city, the full of life and activity.

"The size of the University is educational, not monetary," Samuels said, "if the lack of security we have now continues, the learning environment will be very tough."

Ally Levy, director of the Center for Environmental Design, said last night that while security was not the main reason for the study, the broad suggestions of the plan would create a greater sense of safety in the University area.

"By solving off the campus, as Penn has done in the past, it actually creates more of a threat to security."

Continued from page 1

Levy said. He added that the master plan, which calls for a greater definition of open areas on campus, would allocate part of the security threat to the off-campus area and create less of the security problems that will open up in the off-campus area. The plan will make the campus more attractive to people not associated with the University," Levy said. "This can only have a positive effect on campus life and, in turn, off campus life."

The study, which was conducted by a panel of two and a half years, also suggested relocating the open space between the high rise as well as constructing a more formal gateway leading into Locust Walk on 40th Street, a move Levy said would improve campus security.

"The aim of the University is community awareness," he said. "This can only have a positive effect on campus life and, in turn, off campus life."

The Kellogg Public and Health Policy Fellowship presented by The School of Nursing

Join your colleagues and former Fellows at an informal reception and hear why you should apply. This may be your last chance for such a rewarding opportunity.

DATE: November 20, 1987
TIME: 5:00 - 6:30 P.M.
PLACE: Nursing Education Building Room 118

"THE QUINTESSENTIAL SUMMER FELLOWSHIP"

The Kellogg Public and Health Policy Fellowship presented by The School of Nursing

Cambridge • London • Los Angeles • Milan • Toronto

Invites All University of Pennsylvania Seniors to a Discussion of Our Associate Consultant Program

Monday, November 16, at 7:00 p.m.
Bodeck Lounge, Houston Hall
Cambridge • London • Los Angeles • Milan • Toronto

"THE QUINTESSENTIAL SUMMER FELLOWSHIP"

The Kellogg Public and Health Policy Fellowship presented by The School of Nursing

Join your colleagues and former Fellows at an informal reception and hear why you should apply. This may be your last chance for such a rewarding opportunity.

DATE: November 20, 1987
TIME: 5:00 - 6:30 P.M.
PLACE: Nursing Education Building Room 118
McNally finally gets his chance at QB

"I would liken msscll more to the long pass broken games open. It was ironic that McNally should need the long pass to open up the game, but never the starting job at Penn because "The Physical football player," McNally said. "The defensive end, wide receiver, was at times more close to 35, it appears to be in the late 70s."

Although some of the Quakers’ needs in this season’s was lack of emphasis on the pass -- an offensive concern which brought McNally’s starting-off style -- that didn’t stop him from scoring four touchdowns. "Those plays emanated from the pocket. McNally just hopes that his performance was good enough to prove the start in his final collegiate game.""I think to prove a lot of people that Dan McNally can take the ball downtown," he said. "I did that more when I came in. Let’s throw the ball to him."

There are places in CGS classes for Penn undergraduates from all schools. Visit the CGS Office at 210 Logan Hall for more information. (898-4661)

There are places in CGS classes for Penn undergraduates from all schools. Visit the CGS Office at 210 Logan Hall for more information. (898-4661)
Finally, a beer with a good head on it. It's here: Calgary Amber Lager Beer. The one with a rich, robust taste and a buffalo on the label. It's so charming. It's so fierce. And let's face it, when a beer gets that who, needs him? Calgary Amber Lager. Join the stampede.

Harvard runs through Quakers, 31-14

Penn 0 7 7 0—14
Harvard 14 7 10 0—31

First Quarter
H — Keys 1 run (Grass kick). 14 59
H — Yohe 6 run (Kot/ kick). 7 08
H — Hin* 2 fun (kick tailed). 5 18
P — Keys 1 run (Grass kick). 14 59

Second Quarter
H — Bunning 17 pass I'om Yohe (Hin* run). 10 05
H — Yohe 1 pass (Yohe run). 10 25
H — Bunning 17 pass I'om Yohe (Yohe run). 10 05
H — Bunning 17 pass I'om Yohe (Yohe run). 10 05
P — Keys 1 run (Grass kick). 14 59

Third Quarter
H — Yohe 6 run (Kot/ kick). 7 08
P — Keys 1 run (Grass kick). 14 59

Fourth Quarter


INTERNSHIPS IN MANAGEMENT
Learn how students found summer management positions and hear about their experiences.

MIDNIGHT NOVEMBER 16 7:00 PM BEN FRANKLIN ROOM HOUSTON BALLROOM EVERYONE WELCOME!
Bowl matchups may be battle for national championship

Bowl bids weren’t officially be

re

enounced until shortly after Thanksgiving. The quickness with which bids were announced resulted in a little confusion, particularly for schools that aren’t in the big-time leagues. The first round of bids was made by the coaches who will play in the Orange Bowl. The second round of bids was made by the coaches who will play in the Cotton Bowl. The third round of bids was made by the coaches who will play in the Sugar Bowl. The fourth round of bids was made by the coaches who will play in the Fiesta Bowl.
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McNally finally has his chance

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — There was a time on Saturday when Dan McNally's works team was in the middle of a big game. The next-to-last game of his senior season was on the line — a 26-yard completion to Scott Sandier. McNally had just spent three straight weeks seeing time on the sideline for the Penn football team, watching as things changed on the field. He had left spring practice with a broken foot and missed the entire first half of the season. He had returned to practice and played in the next-to-last game before being benched for the final regular season game.

McNally entered the starting lineup for the three-game Ivy League championship runoff as the top seed and heavy favorite, expected to roll through yesterday's final match of the tournament. McNally said it was a big game for him, and he was looking forward to the opportunity to play. He wanted to prove to himself and his teammates that he was capable of contributing to the team's success.

Keller listed as stable after surgery

Penn senior Nick Dubois lost in the second round this weekend. Penn QB suffers lacerated liver during first-quarter takedown

By Ed Gelos

BOSTON — Penn quarterback John Keller was stable condition after Saturday's game, when he was injured in the first quarter of the game against Princeton. Keller listed as stable after surgery.

Keller was injured on the first play of the game when he was tackled by Princeton's defense. Keller was taken off the field on a stretcher and taken to the hospital for further evaluation.

Senior Bob Surgenor, one of Keller's teammates, said, "John is a tough kid and he's used to playing in these kinds of situations. We're all pulling for him and hoping that he makes a full recovery." Keller is expected to return to action in the near future.

Harvard rips through Quakers
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